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Note from the NYMC Library

Congratulations to all 2018 Touro and New York Medical College authors for your hard work in seeing your research through to publication and many thanks to the staff of the libraries of NYMC and the Touro College and University System who collaborate to organize this publication and the Touro Scholar institutional repository. I’d like to specifically thank Nina Kurzban, who puts her heart and soul into collecting the information about NYMC publications you see here. And Jovy O’Grady, Scholarly Communications Librarian, who has spearheaded the Touro Scholar effort at NYMC.

Publication citations and abstracts continue to be entered into the Touro Scholar institutional repository. This year we have also added the ability for faculty to self-submit accepted manuscripts into Touro Scholar and make them openly available for use. Open access increases the availability of your work to researchers and other interested readers worldwide, which will mean for you: more readership, more citations, and more value.

Many thanks to Donneer Missouri and Sara Tabaei at Touro Library for their work and to scholarly communications and the Touro Scholar initiative.

As a library we are committed to supporting research at every step of the process and promoting the work of our faculty researchers. Through this publication and through Touro Scholar we achieve this goal.

Marie Ascher
Lillian Hetrick Huber Endowed Director
Health Sciences Library
PART I


Aboudi D see La Gamma EF


Abraham M see Berson SR see Klimczak J


Abraham NG see Gilani A see Liu L see Sacerdoti D see Schragenheim J see Singh SP see Sodhi K see Waldman M

Abramowicz AE see Salik I see Wang A

Adamakos FJ  
see Yates E

Adem PV  
see Wilcox RL

Ahluwalia-Singh B  
see Sun Y

Ahmed HA  
see Garg J

Dept: Medicine  PMID: 30027614  DOI: 10.1002/ajh.25221

Dept: SHSP Health Policy and Management  PMID: 28637130  DOI: 10.1080/09638288.2017.1283713

Dept: Medicine

Ahmed T  
see Ahmed J

Dept: Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences  PMID: 30147350  DOI: 10.2147/CEOR.S160252

Dept: Pediatrics  WS280 P755 2018

Akfirat G  
see Hassen GW

Dept: Medicine  PMID: 29850266  DOI: 10.1155/2018/6789253

Alamgir H  
see Ahmed N  
see Cruz LC  
see Fitch TJ  
see Nabeel I

Dept: Surgery  PMID: 30073390  DOI: 10.1007/s00262-018-2223-z

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Ophthalmology; SHSP Physical Therapy DOI: 10.31031/MSOR.2018.02.000528

Dept: Ophthalmology; SHSP Physical Therapy DOI: 10.31031/MSOR.2018.01.000507

Alizadeh K see Fusaro MV
see Stevens WG

Allman DB see Patel NH

Almond G see Hassen GW

Dept: Neurosurgery PMID: 29584923 DOI: 10.1093/ons/opy020


Dept: Microbiology and Immunology PMID: 29378894 DOI: 10.1128/JB.00693-17

Dept: Rehabilitation Medicine PMID: 29401355 DOI: 10.1093/milmed/usx073

Dept: Rehabilitation Medicine PMID: 30037598 DOI: 10.1016/j.mehy.2018.07.001

Altschuler EL see Mohar M

Dept: Surgery DOI: 10.5005/jp-journals-10030-1219

Amar S see Cai B
see Huck O

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Neurosurgery PMID: 30410528 DOI: 10.1159/000490583

Dept: Medicine PMID: 30113633 DOI: 10.1093/eurheartj/ehy438

Dept: Medicine PMID: 29746257 DOI: 10.1097/CRD.0000000000000211

Dept: Surgery DOI:10.30944/20117582.76

Dept: Medicine PMID: 29955583 DOI: 10.21037/atm.2018.01.26

Dept: Medicine PMID: 29610735 DOI: 10.21037/atm.2017.11.30

Dept: Medicine PMID: 29610736 DOI: 10.21037/atm.2018.01.06

Dept: Medicine PMID: 29765443 DOI: 10.5114/aoms.2017.68729

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Aronow WS+. Review: Association of cardiovascular outcomes with masked hypertension defined by home blood pressure monitoring in a Japanese general practice population by Fujiwara T, Yano...
Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine
Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine PMID: 29610755 DOI: 10.21037/atm.2018.01.07

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

*Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine PMID: 29536372 DOI: 10.1007/s40265-018-0887-5

Dept: Medicine PMID: 29419560 DOI: 10.1097/CRD.0000000000000187

Dept: Medicine PMID: 30023362 DOI: 10.21037/atm.2018.04.36

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Medicine PMID: 29730178 DOI: 10.1016/j.jamda.2018.03.012


Dept: Medicine PMID: 29307539 DOI: 10.1016/j.amjmed.2017.12.014

Dept: Medicine PMID: 29862236 DOI: 10.21037/atm.2018.03.17

Dept: Medicine PMID: 29625082 DOI: 10.1016/j.amjmed.2018.02.029

Astronow WS see Chakinala RC
see Correa A
see Farkas Z
see Goyal A
see Hidalgo LF
see Koula A
see Kundu A
see Lam PH
see Malik AH
see Naidu SS
see Ojo AO
see Palaniswamy C
see Sao R
see Tariq S
see Tsimploulis A
see Whelton PK
see Yandrapallli S

Dept: Obstetrics and Gynecology PMID: 30226822

Ascher MT see Boden C

Dept: Surgery PMID: 28573429 DOI: 10.1007/s00068-017-0802-x


+Indicates NYMC Faculty


Ashikari RH see Ashikari AY


Avitzur O+. A new era. Thirteen years after launching Neurology Now, we’re introducing a new take on brain health and living with neurologic disease. Brain&Life. 2018 Apr-May. 14(2) Available from: https://www.brainandlife.org/the-magazine/article/app/14/2/1/a-new-era-thirteen-years-after-launching-neurology-now-were Dept: Neurology


+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Neurology DOI: 10.1097/01.NT.0000547377.24734.6d

Dept: Neurology DOI: 10.1097/01.NT.0000532352.59539.62

Dept: Neurology DOI: 10.1097/01.NT.0000547378.32357.d0

Dept: Neurology DOI: 10.1097/01.NT.0000532699.83393.5b


Ayello J see Chu Y
see Lee S
see Luo W

Dept: Neurology PMID: 30291445 DOI: 10.1007/s00702-018-1937-6

Bakshi CS see Alqahtani M
see Mansour AA
see McCormick AA

Dept: Dermatology PMID: 29073353 DOI: 10.1002/acr.23455

Bamji M see Abrams EJ

Barst SM see Fusaro MV
see Kydes AT
see Sara JP

Dept: Medicine PMID: 30496158 DOI: 10.15585/mmwr.mm6747a3

Dept: SHSP Health Policy and Management

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Medicine; Neurosurgery; Anesthesiology    PMID: 30459706    DOI: 10.3389/fneur.2018.00938

Becker CD    see Fusaro MV

Dept: Medicine; Microbiology and Immunology   PMID: 29849939    DOI: 10.18632/oncotarget.24917


Bellner L    see Gilani A 
see Liu L 
see Sacerdoti D 
see Schragenheim J 
see Singh SP

Dept: Cell Biology and Anatomy; SHSP Physical therapy     PMID: 30061903    DOI: 10.3389/fpls.2018.00871

Dept: Surgery; Medicine     PMID: 30775390     DOI: 10.14309/crj.2018.87

Bergamaschi R    see Chudner A 
see Dyatlov A 
see Gachabayov M 
see Lee H 
see Tabriziani H


Bergasa N    see Hage-Nassar G 
see Mahmoud D 
see Sy AM

Dept: Microbiology and Immunology     PMID: 30200379     DOI: 10.3390/ht7030024

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Otolaryngology PMID: 29461689 DOI: 10.1002/alr.22099

Dept: Otolaryngology PMID: 29338291 DOI: 10.1177/0003489417752187

Berzofsky CE see Koss SL

Dept: Microbiology and Immunology PMID: 30191802 DOI: 10.1128/microbiolspec.CPP3-0009-2018

Dept: Pediatrics; SHSP Epidemiology and Community Health PMID: 29774105 DOI: 10.18632/oncotarget.25072

Bikkina M see Guragai N
see Patel H

Dept: Urology PMID: 30456191 DOI: 10.21037/tau.2018.08.01

Bobra S see Sun Y

Dept: Health Sciences Libary; SHSP Health Behavior and Community Health PMID: 29962906 DOI: 10.5195/jmla.2018.286

Bodin R see Farkas ZC
see Koulaya A

Dept: Medicine PMID: 30286159 DOI: 10.1371/journal.pone.0204773

Dept: Microbiology and Immunology PMID: 30377067 DOI: 10.1016/j.vaccine.2018.10.072

Dept: Physiology; Medicine PMID: 28939651 DOI: 10.1152/ajpheart.00587.2016
Dept: Ophthalmology PMID: 30059394 DOI: 10.1097/IOP.0000000000001173

Bowers CA see Becker CD see Karsy M

Dept: Microbiology and Immunology PMID: 29228208 DOI: 10.1093/cid/cix943

Dept: Medicine PMID: 29419561 DOI: 10.1097/CRD.0000000000000178

Dept: Medicine


Dept: Medicine PMID: 30226124 DOI: 10.1017/ice.2018.215

Dept: SHSP Health Behavior and Community Health

Britton SJ see Ryan CW

Broumas A see Clare CA

Brown AM see Osipyants AI

Brown AS see Akers J

Brudnicki AR see Faustino EVS

Brumberg HL see Aboudi D see Javier JR see La Gamma EF see Linet MS see Paulson JA see Shah S

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Microbiology and Immunology

Budhai AZ see Karas M

Dept: Microbiology and Immunology PMID: 30725027 DOI: 10.4067/s0034-98872018000901050

Cabello FC+, Cohen SN, Curtiss 3rd R, Dougan G, van Embden J, Finlay BB, . . .Timmis KN.
Dept: Microbiology and Immunology PMID: 30146753 DOI: 10.1111/1462-2920.14308

Cabello FC+, Godfrey HP+. Aquaculture, exaptation, and the origin of mcr-positive colistin resistance.
Dept: Microbiology and Immunology; Pathology PMID: 30478177 DOI: 10.1128/AAC.01903-18

Cabello FC see Millanano AR
see Tomova A

Cai B, Panek JS, Amar S+. Kava analogues as agents for treatment of periodontal diseases:
Dept: Pharmacology PMID: 29803728 DOI: 10.1016/j.bmcl.2018.05.026

Cairo M+, Auperin A, Perkins SL, Pinkerton R, Harrison L, Goldman S, Patte C. Overall survival of
children and adolescents with mature B cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma who had refractory or
relapsed disease during or after treatment with FAB/LMB 96: a report from the FAB/LMB 96
Dept: Pediatrics; SHSP Health Behavior and Community Health PMID: 29984828 DOI: 10.1111/bjh.15491

Cairo MS see Bhatti M
see Chu Y
see Dvorak CC
see Hochberg J
see Kumar AJ
see Lee S
see Liao Y
see Luo W
see Militano O
see Qayed M
see Shearer WT
see Smith SM

Dept: Dermatology PMID: 29874367 DOI: 10.1001/jamadermatol.2018.1165

Chandler PN    see Kumar V

Chandy D    see Becker CD

Chandy N    see Ng BG


Dept: Radiation Medicine   PMID: 30203110   DOI: 10.1007/s00066-018-1358-3
Chaudhari S  see Saeed M

Dept: Surgery; Family and Community Medicine PMID: 30057913 DOI: 10.1155/2018/8964027

Chen CC  see Yamada T

Chen DS  see Brite J
see Yin C

Dept: Medicine

Chirurgi R  see Hassen GW
see Yates E

Dept: Urology

Choudhury MS  see Fox C
see Patel NH
see Zhang M

Dept: Medicine PMID: 30449549 DOI: 10.1016/j.beem.2018.06.004

Christov M  see Rabadi S

Dept: Pediatrics; Pathology; SHSP Health Behavior and Community Health PMID: 30546948 DOI: 10.1080/2162402X.2018.1512455

Dept: Surgery PMID: 29521843 DOI: 10.1097/DCR.0000000000001057

Chung S  see Zhu Q

Dept: Physiology PMID: 30225352 DOI: 10.1523/ENEURO.0270-18.2018

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences PMID: 30288924 DOI: 10.1111/ijcp.13264

Dept: Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences PMID: 30326181 DOI: 10.1111/ijcp.13284

Dept: Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences PMID: 30323605 DOI: 10.2147/NDT.S159704

Dept: Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences PMID: 29667776 DOI: 10.1111/ijcp.13097

Dept: Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences PMID: 30216646 DOI: 10.1111/ijcp.13256

Dept: Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences

Dept: Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences PMID: 29377433 DOI: 10.1111/ijcp.13067

Dept: Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences PMID: 29504664 DOI: 10.1111/ijcp.13079

Dept: Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences PMID: 30588903 DOI: 10.1017/S1092852918001141

Dept: Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences PMID: 30334598 DOI: 10.1111/ijcp.13241

Dept: Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences PMID: 29878476 DOI: 10.1111/ijcp.13210

Dept: Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences PMID: 29878528 DOI: 10.1111/ijcp.13214

Dept: Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences PMID: 29989292 DOI: 10.1111/ijcp.13221

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences PMID: 29557243 DOI: 10.1080/14737175.2018.1455504

Dept: Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences PMID: 29924468 DOI: 10.1111/ijcp.13218

Dept: Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences PMID: 29945944 DOI: 10.1136/eb-2017-102825

Dept: Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences PMID: 30334596 DOI: 10.1111/ijcp.13244

Dept: Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences PMID: 29497297 DOI: 10.2147/NDT.S158395

Dept: Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences PMID: 29098976 DOI: 10.1017/S1092852917000736

Citrome LL see Aigbogun MS
see Phillips KA
see Ward K

Dept: Obstetrics and Gynecology

Dept: Obstetrics and Gynecology; Anesthesiology; Pharmacology PMID: 30631348 DOI: 10.1155/2018/4051896

Clare CA see Jacovetty EL
see Ukatu N

Dept: Dermatology PMID: 29193765 DOI: 10.1002/art.40391

Cohen MB see Tang GHL

+ Indicates NYMC Faculty
Cole CD, see Becker CD

Dept: Medicine PMID: 29077585 DOI: 10.1097/CRD.0000000000000183

Con J, see Safaya A

Dept: SHSP Center for Disaster Medicine PMID: 30236300 DOI: 10.1016/j.jen.2018.06.004

Dept: SHSP Center for Disaster Medicine PMID: 30415736 DOI: 10.1016/j.jen.2018.07.024

Dept: Biochemistry and Molecular Biology

Cooper AJL, see Jeitner TM
see Krasnikov BF
see Niehaus TD

Dept: Medicine

Cooper HA, see Goyal A
see Gupta T
see Ojo AO

Dept: Neurosurgery PMID: 29599302 DOI: 10.21873/anticanres.12424

Dept: Medicine PMID: 30004797 DOI: 10.1080/17512433.2018.1500896

Dept: Surgery

Dept: Neurosurgery WL355 C414 2018

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: SHSP Health Policy and Management PMID: 30613495 DOI: 10.4103/jfmprc.jfmpc_262_18

Dept: Pharmacology PMID: 28637353 DOI: 10.1089/ars.2017.7217

Daniels TJ see Falco RC

Dept: Neurology PMID: 29416936 DOI: 10.7916/D88S5XJP

Dept: Pathology

Dept: Pathology

Dept: Pathology

Dept: Pathology

Dept: Pathology

Dept: Pathology

Dept: Pathology

Dept: Pathology

Dept: Pathology

Darzynkiewicz Z see Gugiatti E
see Lucas J
see Smith PJ

Das K see Staudt MD

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dattwyler RJ    see Branda JA
see Sperber K

Dept: Obstetrics and Gynecology PMID: 30237852 DOI: 10.18632/oncotarget.25869

Dept: Cell Biology and Anatomy PMID: 30150884 DOI: 10.5114/wo.2018.76149

de la Riva-Velasco E    see Huynh C
see Kinter JM

Delbello DA    see Fink K

Dept: Surgery PMID: 30239370 DOI: 10.1097/ID.0000000000000813

DeLorenzo L    see Kadambi A
see Revelo A

Dept: Physiology PMID: 29654195 DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.118.008623

Dept: Dermatology PMID: 29893222 DOI: 10.1016/S0140-6736(18)30952-8

Dhand A    see Wang G

Dept: Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences PMID: 30496102 DOI: 10.1016/S0140-6736(18)31891-9

Didita A    see Mohar M

Dimitrova N    see Wang G
see Yin C


+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Surgery    PMID: 29297764    DOI: 10.1089/tmj.2017.0237

Dept: SHSP Environmental Health Science

Dept: SHSP Environmental Health Science

Dept: Urology; Pediatrics; Biochemistry and Molecular Biology    PMID: 30009389    DOI: 10.1002/pros.23693

Dept: Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences; SHSP Health Behavior and Community Health

Dorai T+  see Caylan E
Dobor AJ  see Mink R
Dorai T+  see Stokes DC

Dept: Pharmacology; SHSP Epidemiology and Community Health    PMID: 29241777    DOI: 10.1016/j.jaad.2017.07.049

Dept: Emergency Medicine    PMID: 30149198    DOI: 10.1016/j.brainresbull.2018.08.016

Dept: Medicine    PMID: 29307884    DOI: 10.12659/AJCR.906590

Dunn N  see Hassen GW
Dutta T  see Naidu SS
Duvvi HV  see Omura Y


+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Pediatrics; SHSP Epidemiology and Community Health PMID: 29528181 DOI: 10.1002/pbc.27034

Dworet J see Okoronkwo TE
Dworkin B see Chakinala RC
see Farkas Z

Dept: Surgery PMID: 29236197 DOI: 10.1007/s10151-017-1734-5

Dept: Physiology

Edwards JG see Borghetti G
see Camp R

Eisenberg CA see Borghetti G

Eisenberg LM see Borghetti G

Dept: Pharmacology PMID: 29279315 DOI: 10.1161/HYPERTENSIONAHA.117.10392

El Khoury MY see Khatri A

Dept: Surgery PMID: 29063224 DOI: 10.1007/s00268-017-4310-2

Dept: Surgery PMID: 29804862 DOI: 10.1016/j.jss.2018.02.013


El-Menyar AA see Latifi R

Dept: Surgery PMID: 29997951 DOI: 10.21037/jtd.2018.05.24

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Epelbaum O see Gupta A
see Kadambi A
see Karas M
see Linder K
see Revelo A
see Sabang RL
see Va P

Dept: Pediatrics PMID: 28972044 DOI: 10.1158/1078-0432.CCR-17-1767

Eshghi M see Patel NH

Dept: Neurology

Etienne M see Warner ER

Dept: Cell Biology and Anatomy PMID: 29796677 DOI: 10.3928/01913913-20180409-04

Dept: SHSP Epidemiology; SHSP Family and Community Medicine; Medicine; PMID: 29579163 DOI: 10.1093/cid/ciy221

Fallon JT see Khattar P
see Wang G
see Yin C

Fanucchi M see Kumar A
see Sabang RL

Dept: Anesthesiology; Obstetrics and Gynecology; Medicine PMID: 29997979 DOI: 10.21037/jtd.2018.03.118

Dept: Anesthesiology PMID: 29738329 DOI: 10.1213/XAA.0000000000000788

Dept: Pathology; Medicine PMID: 29915791 DOI: 10.14309/crj.2018.43

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Medicine PMID: 29862245 DOI: 10.21037/atm.2018.03.20

Dept: Surgery; Medicine PMID: 29854492 DOI: 10.1155/2018/4643695

Dept: Pathology; Medicine PMID: 30596075 DOI: 10.21037/atm.2018.10.47

Farooq T see Chakinala RC

Dept: SHSP Biostatistics PMID: 28891234 DOI: 10.1111/vru.12556

Dept: Pediatrics; Radiology PMID: 29891258 DOI: 10.1016/j.jpeds.2018.05.006

Fekete R see Baizabal-Carvallo JF

Dept: Pharmacology PMID: 28108900 DOI: 10.1007/s10792-017-0443-4

Ferrando SJ see Munjal S

Ferreri NR see Graham LA
see Hao S

Dept: Radiology; Orthopedic Surgery PMID: 29309717 DOI: 10.3928/01477447-20180102-06

Dept: Physiology PMID: 29436519 DOI: 10.1088/1741-2552/aaae1

Dept: Physiology WL25 P923 2018
Fishman AI    see Patel NH

Dept: SHSP Health Policy and Management   PMID: 29517393
DOI: 10.1177/0020764018761502

Flower A    see Hochberg J
see Schulte RR

Dept: Dermatology     PMID: 29926091     DOI: 10.1001/jamadermatol.2018.1412

Dept: Urology     DOI: 10.12691/jcrt-6-2-5

Freda JJ    see Fusaro MV

Freedman A    see Glatman-Freedman A

Frey M    see Krasnow N

Fried VA    see Sullivan JA

Friedman D    see Aboudi D
see Millaresis C

Dept: Cell Biology and Anatomy     PMID: 30169677     DOI: 10.1093/jnen/nly069

Dept: Medicine     PMID: 29053482     DOI: 10.1097/CRD.0000000000000175

Dept: Medicine     PMID: 29476747     DOI: 10.1016/j.amjmed.2018.01.037

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Medicine     PMID: 30077500     DOI: 10.1016/j.amjmed.2018.06.036


Frishman WH see Aronow WS
see Ashur C
see Bregman S
see Cole DC
see Garg J
see Goldberg MD
see Goyal A
see Gupta T
see Koulava A
see Mariano VJ
see Nevulis MG
see Ni YM
see Roostan M
see Shah M
see Tabriziani H
see Tun B
see Wagner BR
see Yandrapalli S
see Yum BKW
see Zagelbaum NK

Fuisz A see Ojo AO

Dept: Surgery     PMID: 29100021     DOI: 10.1016/j.jclinane.2017.10.017

Fullerton SA see Patel NH

Dept: Medicine; Surgery; Pediatrics; Urology; Anesthesiology; Neurosurgery
PMID: 28899225     DOI: 10.1177/1357633X17715377

Dept: Surgery     PMID: 29963773     DOI: 10.1111/codi.14248

Dept: Surgery     PMID: 29762145     DOI: 10.1097/SLA.0000000000002818

+Indicates NYMC Faculty


Galarza JM see Boigard H


Garcia VG see Gilani A


Gass A see Tariq S

Gazaryan I see Gaisina IN see Osipyants AI see Poloznikov A

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Geliebter J
see Bednarczyk RB

George B
see Hawkins K
see Uzosike A

Gerard PS
see Harikrishnan P
see Lim MMD


Gerbarg PL
see Nyer M

Gersh RJ
see Lee J


Gewitz MH
see Fusaro MV
see Warsy I


Gilet AG
see Rozenshtein A


Girshin M
see Clare CA


Glatman-Freedman A
see Sharabi S
see Stein Y
see Yaron-Yakoby H

Glesby MJ, Hanna DB, Hoover DR, Shi Q+, Yin MT, Kaplan R, Tien PC, Cohen M, Anastos K, Sharma A. Abdominal fat depots and subclinical carotid artery atherosclerosis in women with

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: SHSP Biostatistics PMID: 29210836 DOI: 10.1097/QAI.0000000000001606

Glesby MJ, Hanna DB, Hoover DR, Shi Q+, Yin MT, Tien PC, Cohen M, Anastos K, Sharma A. 
Abdominal fat depots, insulin resistance, and incident diabetes mellitus in women with and without HIV infection. AIDS. 2018 Jul. 32(12):1643-50.
Dept: SHSP Biostatistics PMID: 29794830 DOI: 10.1097/QAD.0000000000001873

Dept: Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences WM420.5 P75 A244 2018

Godfrey HP see Cabello FC see Millanao AR see Tomova A

Goldberg JB see Likosky DS

Dept: Medicine PMID: 29794808 DOI: 10.1097/CRD.0000000000000215

Goldfarb ID see Patel H

Goligorsky MS see Lipphardt M see Song JW see Zhang X

Golombek SG+. Aspectos clinicos en UCIN en la asistencia de los bebes con malformaciones quirurgicas complejas. Factores de riego y conductas protectoras; manejo del soporte vital y de la sedoanalgesia. [Clinical aspects in the NICU in the assistance of babies with complex surgical malformations. Risk factors and protective managements; support, sedation and analgesia]. Seguimiento interdisciplinario de recién nacidos con cirugía compleja (pp. 23-32). Buenos Aires: Libreria Akadia Editorial; 2018.
Dept: Pediatrics; SHSP Health Policy and Management

Golombek SG see Guidici L see Morgues M see Sola A

Dept: Dental Medicine

Gormley TJ see Loutfy R

Dept: Dermatology PMID: 29660421 DOI: 10.1016/j.jaad.2018.04.012

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Dermatology     PMID: 29858353     DOI: 10.3899/jrheum.180137

Dept: Dermatology     PMID: 29512200     DOI: 10.1111/jdv.14913

Dept: Dermatology     PMID: 29204894     DOI: 10.1007/s13555-017-0212-3

Dept: Dermatology     PMID: 29204893     DOI: 10.1007/s13555-017-0213-2

Dept: Dermatology     PMID: 29559395     DOI: 10.1016/j.jaad.2018.03.008

Dept: Dermatology     PMID: 29945203     DOI: 10.1093/rheumatology/key161

Gottlieb AB see Ballegaard C see Callis Duffin K see Coates LC see Deodhar A see Ford AR see Hellwell PS see Joshipura D see Merola JF see Natsis NE see Papp KA see Perez-Chada LM see Puig L see Ryan C see Salame N see Thorlacius L see van der Heijde D see Walsh JA see Whitlock SM see Yosipovitch G

Goyal A+, Cooper HA+, Aronow WS+, Nagpal P, Yandrapalli S, Nabors CC+, Frishman WH+. Use of statins for primary prevention: selection of risk threshold and implications across race and

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Pediatrics PMID: 29252865 DOI: 10.1097/PCC.0000000000001422

Dept: Pediatrics PMID: 29690950 DOI: 10.1017/S1047951118000495

Dept: Pharmacology PMID: 30216136 DOI: 10.1152/physiolgenomics.00057.2018

Dept: Urology PMID: 30526914 DOI: 10.1016/j.urology.2018.05.061

Dept: Urology PMID: 29161895 DOI: 10.1089/end.2017.0755

Dept: Dental Medicine PMID: 29478457 DOI: 10.1016/j.cden.2017.11.006

Dept: Medicine PMID: 29581222 DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.117.008292

Dept: Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences PMID: 30146330 DOI: 10.1016/S0140-6736(18)31310-2

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Pathology PMID: 29930162 DOI: 10.3324/haematol.2017.175414

Dept: Pediatrics; SHSP Health Policy and Management

Dept: Medicine PMID: 29441188 DOI: 10.4081/cp.2018.1021

Gupta CA see Koulava A
see Ojo AO

Dept: Neurosurgery WL355 C414 2018

Gupta S see Rabadi MM

Dept: Medicine PMID: 29311289 DOI: 10.1161/CIRCINTERVENTIONS.117.005735

Dept: Medicine PMID: 29037939 DOI: 10.1016/j.amjmed.2017.09.047

Dept: Pharmacology

Gupte S see D’Alessandro A
see Lyu Q
see Ochi R
see Soler A

Dept: Medicine PMID: 30181831 DOI: 10.1080/20009666.2018.1490140

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Habal R    see Yates E

Dept: Medicine     PMID: 29850407     DOI: 10.21037/cdt.2018.03.01

Dept: Surgery     PMID: 29750906     DOI: 10.1053/j.gastro.2018.05.017


Dept: Medicine

Dept: Pediatrics     PMID: 29565424     DOI: 10.1038/gim.2018.2

Dept: Pathology     PMID: 30277656     DOI: 10.1002/cyto.a.23620

Halicka HD    see Lucas J

Dept: Radiation Medicine     PMID: 30177260     DOI: 10.1016/j.amjms.2018.06.007

Dept: Radiation Medicine     PMID: 29726349     DOI: 10.1016/j.ijrobp.2018.01.111

Dept: Radiation Medicine; Obstetrics and Gynecology

Halperin EC    see Oellers P

Dept: Medicine     WC406 L9864 2018

Hamby CV    see Liao Y
see Militano O

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Pharmacology PMID: 29735631 DOI: 10.1161/HYPERTENSIONAHA.117.10764

Dept: Radiology; Medicine PMID: 28631239 DOI: 10.1007/s12350-017-0955-3

Harris K see Assallum H
see Farkas G
see Farkas ZC
see Revelo A
see Youness HA

Dept: Emergency Medicine; Neurology PMID: 29338967 DOI: 10.1016/j.ajem.2018.01.037

Dept: Emergency Medicine PMID: 29321116 DOI: 10.1016/j.ajem.2018.01.019


Dept: Emergency Medicine PMID: 30591714 DOI: 10.1038/s41598-018-35729-1


Dept: Emergency Medicine; Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences PMID: 29157793 DOI: 10.1016/j.ajem.2017.11.030

Dept: Emergency Medicine PMID: 29776823 DOI: 10.1016/j.ajem.2018.05.006

+Indicates NYMC Faculty

Hassen GW see Dugue R
see Khoury J
see Talebi S
see Yates E
see Zewdie A

Dept: Medicine  PMID: 29793782  DOI: 10.1111/ijcp.13218

Dept: Pediatrics  WS280 P755 2018

Heck DE see Joseph LB
see Laskin JD
see Szilagyi JT

Dept: Dermatology  PMID: 29858345  DOI: 10.3899/jrheum.180129

Dept: Obstetrics and Gynecology  PMID: 30262594  DOI: 10.1542/hpeds.2018-0005

Dept: SHSP Health Behavior and Community Health  PMID: 30652013  DOI: 10.2217/cnc-2018-0002

Dept: Medicine  PMID: 29231770  DOI: 10.1080/14779072.2018.1417038

Hilaris BS see Chatzikonstantinou G

Hillard VH see Cooper JB

Hintze TH see Borghetti G

Dept: Pediatrics; SHSP Health Behavior and Community Health  PMID: 30480573  DOI: 10.1097/PPO.0000000000000345

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Pediatrics; SHSP Health Behavior and Community Health PMID: 29741220 DOI: 10.1002/pbc.27073

Hochberg JC see Lee S see Schulte RR

Dept: Surgery PMID: 29950797 DOI: 10.4293/JSLS.2017.00100

Dept: Biochemistry and Molecular Biology QU220 P783 vol. 2 2018

Dept: Biochemistry and Molecular Biology QU220 P783 vol. 2 2018

Dept: Biochemistry and Molecular Biology DOI: 10.5772/intechopen.77852

Hsiesh TC see Dorai T see Lucas J

Dept: Physiology PMID: 30420806 DOI: 10.3389/fphar.2018.01222

Huang A see Deng W see Yang YM see Zhang B

Dept: Physiology PMID: 28858781 DOI: 10.1109/TBME.2017.2713647

Huang W see Khattar P see Wang G see Yang YM see Yin C

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Pharmacology PMID: 29914930 DOI: 10.1128/IAI.00356-18

Hutcheon RG see Larson EL

Dept: Pediatrics WS280 P755 2018

Dept: Neurosurgery PMID: 29953940 DOI: 10.1016/j.jpainsymman.2018.06.010

Dept: Emergency Medicine PMID: 29318583 DOI: 10.1111/jgs.15235

Dept: Pathology

Dept: Pathology; Cell Biology and Anatomy PMID: 29636502 DOI: 10.1038/s41598-018-24013-x

Dept: Pathology; Cell Biology and Anatomy PMID: 29973860 DOI: 10.3389/fnins.2018.00332

Dept: Pathology PMID: 29158000 DOI: 10.1016/j.micinf.2017.11.003

Dept: Pathology; Cell Biology and Anatomy PMID: 30136682 DOI: 10.4103/1673-5374.238607

Iacobas DA see Kobets T
Iacobas S see Iacobas DA see Kobets T

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Iannotti VA see Fusaro MV

Iatropoulos M see Kobets T

Dept: Pharmacology PMID: 29897996 DOI: 10.1371/journal.pone.0198514

Inchiosa Jr. MA see Clare CA
see Jacovetty EL
see Kumaraswami S

Dept: Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences WM 420.5 P75 A244 2018

Dept: Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences PMID: 29809116 DOI: 10.1521/pdps.2018.46.2.201

Islam HK see Khattar P

Iwai S see Naidu SS

Dept: Pharmacology; Microbiology and Immunology PMID: 29032541 DOI: 10.1007/978-1-4939-39383-5_10

Dept: Obstetrics and Gynecology PMID: 30133386 DOI: 10.1080/15265161.2018.1485770

Dept: Obstetrics and Gynecology

Jacobs AJ see Arora KS
see Heras A

Jacobson JT see Borghetti G
see Kadish AH
see Nag T
see Naidu SS

Jacoby MB Sara JP

Dept: Obstetrics and Gynecology; Pharmacology PMID: 29862496 DOI: 10.1002/ijgo.12543

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Jain D     see Farkas Z
see Garg J
see Harikrishnan P
see Yandrapalli S

Dept: Pathology     PMID: 29036458     DOI: 10.1093/ajh/hpx176

Dept: Pathology     PMID: 30084918     DOI: 10.1093/ajh/hpy121

Jaiswal R     see Yates E

Dept: Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences     PMID: 30496104     DOI: 10.1016/S0140-6736(18)32279-7


Dept: Pediatrics; SHSP Health Behavior and Community Health     PMID: 29916382
DOI: 10.1016/S0140-6736(18)31038-9

Dept: Biochemistry and Molecular Biology     PMID: 30054429     DOI: 10.1042/BSR20180691

Jhanwar-Uniyal M     see Cooper JB
see Ruzicka J

Jiang H     see Qiu YE

Dept: SHSP Environmental Health Science     PMID: 29127031
DOI: 10.1016/j.toxlet.2017.11.005

Dept: Dermatology     PMID: 28581823     DOI: 10.1080/09546634.2017.1339013
Dept: Medicine PMID: 28756401 DOI: 10.1136/thoraxjnl-2016-209575

Dept: Medicine; Radiology PMID: 29863893 DOI: 10.1513/AnnalsATS.201707-612CC

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine PMID: 29798798 DOI: 10.1016/j.jacep.2018.02.011

Kadish A see Greenlee RT
Kalantari H see Hassen GW
see Yates E
Kamat A see Koss SL
Kanaparthy NS see Khatri A
Dept: Pathology; Medicine DOI: 10.7759/cureus.3675

Karmen CL see Wormser GP
Dept: Neurosurgery PMID: 29897572 DOI: 10.1093/neuros/nyy269

Dept: Biochemistry and Molecular Biology PMID: 30294906 DOI: 10.1002/ana.25356

Kase J see Shah AR
Kelemen PR see Ashikari AY
Kelley AM see Kydes AT
Kessler MK see Krasnow N

Khan MA, Houck DR, Gross AL, Zhang XL+, Cearley C, Madsen TM, Kroes RA, Stanton PK+, Burgdorf J, Moskal JR. NYX-2925 is a novel NMDA receptor-specific spirocyclic-beta-lactam that

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Cell Biology and Anatomy; PMID: 29099938 DOI: 10.1093/ijnp/pyx096

Dept: Medicine PMID: 30425866 DOI: 10.1155/2018/3183805

Dept: Pathology PMID: 29519565 DOI: 10.1016/j.prp.2017.12.017

Dept: Medicine PMID: 30157064 DOI: 10.1097/CRD.0000000000000192


Dept: SHSP Biostatistics PMID: 30160347 DOI: 10.1111/hiv.12665

Kim C see Pollack Y
Kim HY see Williamson JM
Kim HD see Joseph LB

Dept: Pediatrics WS280 P755 2018

Kleinman G see Panda S

Dept: Otolaryngology PMID: 29387298 DOI: 10.1055/s-0037-1603459

Dept: Medicine PMID: 29388066 DOI: 10.1007/s15010-017-1105-1

Knoll BM see Ahmed J see Lim SH

+Indicates NYMC Faculty


Koller A see Deng W see Solymar M see Szarka N see Szekeres M


Konno S see Fox C see Zhang M

Koppel B see Hassen GW

WS+, Lanier GM+. Diagnosis, treatment, and management of orthotopic liver transplant
Dept: Medicine PMID: 29608499 DOI: 10.1097/C RD.0000000000000195

Krasnikov BF+. Real-time multiparameter study of mitochondrial functions: Instrumental and
Dept: Biochemistry and Molecular Biology PMID: 29486206 DOI: 10.1016/j.ab.2018.02.020

Krasnikov BF+, Cooper AJL+. Models, methods, and approaches to study mitochondrial functioning
in vitro, in situ, and in vivo: editorial for the special issue on Mitochondrial Biochemistry and
Dept: Biochemistry and Molecular Biology PMID: 29678762 DOI: 10.1016/j.ab.2018.04.013

The prevalence and volumetry of pituitary cysts in children with growth hormone deficiency and
Dept: Radiology; Pediatrics PMID: 30367806 DOI: 10.1515/ jpe m-2017-0437

Krishnan S+. Oximetry and capnography. In: Stokes DC, Dozor AJ+, editors. Pediatric pulmonology,
asthma, and sleep medicine: a quick reference guide. Elk Grove, IL: American Academy of
Dept: Pediatrics WS280 P755 2018

Krishnan S+. Oxygen therapy. In: Stokes DC, Dozor AJ+, editors. Pediatric pulmonology, asthma,
Dept: Pediatrics WS280 P755 2018

Krishnan S+, Panacherry S. Asthma, environment and pollution: where the rubber hits the road.

Kronn DF see Hahn SH
see Kong Y
see Ng BG

preventing allogeneic stem cell transplant in sickle cell patients treated outside a sickle cell
Dept: Medicine PMID: 29569725 DOI: 10.1002/ajh.25093

Kumar A see Jain S

Kumar AJ, Kim S, Hemmer MT, Arora M, Spellman SR, Pidala JA, Couriel DR, Alousi AM, Aljurf MD,
Cahn JY, Cairo MS+, . . . Loren AW. Graft-versus-host disease in recipients of male unrelated
donor compared with parous female sibling donor transplants. Blood Adv. 2018 May. 2(9):1022-
31.
Dept: Pediatrics; SHSP Health Behavior and Community Health PMID: 29739773
DOI: 10.1182/bloodadvances.2017013052

Kumar V, Nanavati S, Melki G, Upadhyaya M, Dhillon R, Gibiezaite S, Michael P+, Singhal M+. A
case of diabetic ketoacidosis presenting with hypernatremia, hyperosmolality, and altered

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Pathology  PMID: 30201495  DOI: 10.1016/j.ajpath.2018.07.025

Dept: Anesthesiology  PMID: 29951321  DOI: 10.1155/2018/8920921

Dept: Anesthesiology; Pharmacology  PMID: 29887886  DOI: 10.1155/2018/3481975

Dept: Medicine  PMID: 29520510  DOI: 10.1007/s11886-018-0963-1

Dept: Anesthesiology; Surgery  PMID: 29652689  DOI: 10.1213/XAA.0000000000000669

Dept: Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences  PMID: 30415748  DOI: 10.1016/S0140-6736(18)32335-3

Dept: Pediatrics  PMID: 29624430  DOI: 10.1089/bfm.2018.29082.efl

Dept: Pediatrics

Dept: Pediatrics; SHSP Health Behavior and Community Health; SHSP Biostatistics  PMID: 29977012  DOI: 10.1038/s41372-018-0157-0

La Gamma EF

see Aboudi D
see Mintzer JP
see Rahman A
see Stavis RL
see Stevens T

Lah S

see Dumancas CY

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Obstetrics and Gynecology DOI: 10.1089/gyn.2017.0035

Dept: Obstetrics and Gynecology PMID: 30095785 DOI: 10.1097/AOG.0000000000002806

Lakhi NA see van Staalduinen B

Dept: Medicine PMID: 29569405 DOI: 10.1002/clc.22889

Dept: Medicine PMID: 28980368 DOI: 10.1002/ejhf.937

Dept: Otolaryngology WP879 L258h 2018

Lando T see Berzofsky CE

Laniado-Schwartzman M see Elijovich F
see Gilani A
see Schwartzman ML
see Waldman M

Dept: Medicine

Lanier GM see Koula A
see Yandrapalli S


Dept: SHSP Environmental Health Science PMID: 29315592 DOI: 10.1111/php.12882

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Surgery PMID: 29410169 DOI: 10.1016/j.wneu.2018.01.146

Dept: Surgery PMID: 30359780 DOI: 10.1016/j.ijsu.2018.10.033

Latifi R see Doarn CR
see El-Menyar A

Dept: SHSP Environmental Health Science PMID: 28884416 DOI: 10.1007/s10571-017-0546-5

Dept: SHSP Environmental Health Science; Cell Biology and Anatomy PMID: 29411537 DOI: 10.1002/dneu.22582

Laukova M see Vargovic P

Lebovics E see Nevulis MG
see Sacerdioti D
see Solanki SD

Lederman DE see Farkas G

Dept: Neurosurgery PMID: 29777945 DOI: 10.1016/j.clineuro.2018.05.014

Dept: Neurosurgery PMID: 29425741 DOI: 10.1016/j.clineuro.2018.02.004

Lee EY see Peddu C


Dept: Pathology; Surgery PMID: 30401014

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences   PMID: 29553994
DOI: 10.1097/JCP.0000000000000857

Lee MY     see Peddu C

Dept: Cell Biology and Anatomy   PMID: 29713308   DOI: 10.3389/fneur.2018.00248

Dept: Pediatrics; Pathology; SHSP Epidemiology and Community Health
PMID: 29515770   DOI: 10.18632/oncotarget.24267

Lee S     see Chu Y

Leonard CS     see Cisse Y
see Ma S

Dept: SHSP Center on Disability and Health

Dept: Cell Biology and Anatomy

Li KI     see Saetre K

Dept: Pediatrics   PMID: 29210925   DOI: 10.1097/PCC.0000000000001384

Li S     see Faustino EVS
see Gradidge EA
see Thomas NJ


+Indicates NYMC Faculty


Liberatos P see Cassar-Uhl D


Lim SH+, Methe BA, Knoll BM+, Morris A, Obaro SK. Invasive non-typhoidal Salmonella in sickle cell disease in Africa: is increased gut permeability the missing link? J Transl Med. 2018 Aug. 16(1):239.


Liu D see Aujla A
see Li Z
see Liu B


Loewy Z see Berger D
see Pokotylyuk I

Lombardo GG see Lee H
see Safaya A


+ Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Surgery PMID: 28118162 DOI: 10.1097/SLA.0000000000001955

Lowenfels AB
see Chaabna K
see Cheema S
see Gini A
see Hadjiladis D
see Maisonneuve P
see Teich A

Dept: Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences PMID: 30496107 DOI: 10.1016/S0140-6736(18)32281-5

Dept: Biochemistry and Molecular Biology; Pathology PMID: 30066852 DOI: 10.3892/ijo.2018.4512

Dept: Pediatrics; SHSP Epidemiology and Community Health PMID: 29059150 DOI: 10.1038/onc.2017.378

Dept: Pathology PMID: 29289671 DOI: 10.1016/j.taap.2017.12.017

Dept: Pharmacology PMID: 29976770 DOI: 10.1161/ATVBAHA.118.311171

Dept: Microbiology and Immunology PMID: 29988497 DOI: 10.3389/fmicb.2018.01350

Dept: Physiology PMID: 28757457 DOI: 10.1016/j.neubiorev.2017.07.009

Dept: Medicine DOI: 10.15761/GHE.1000148

+Indicates NYMC Faculty


Malekan R see Naidu SS see Yandrapalli S


Mamtani R see Chaabna K see Cheema S


Maria MH see Saetre K


Marini CP see Cetinkaya RA see Del Deo V see Tur Martenez J see Unlu A


+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Microbiology and Immunology; Medicine DOI: 10.1093/infdis/jix563

Dept: Pediatrics DOI: 10.15761/BHC.1000145

Mathew R see Dorai T
Mathews G see Patel NH

Dept: Cell Biology and Anatomy PMID: 30450484 DOI: 10.1002/epi4.12236

Mazumder A see Ahmed J
McBride WJ see Fusaro MV see Sara JP
McClung JA see Schragenheim J see Singh SP

Dept: Microbiology and Immunology PMID: 29684046 DOI: 10.1371/journal.pone.0194614

McKenna D see Brite J see Falco RC see Wormser GP see Yin C
Medow MS see Stewart JM
Mehta H see Sun Y

Dept: Medicine PMID: 29623658 DOI: 10.1007/s40256-018-0276-1

Menoscal JP see Hassen GW

Dept: Dermatology PMID: 29577919 DOI: 10.1016/j.jid.2018.01.041

Michael P see Kumar V

+Indicates NYMC Faculty


Mittelman A see Bednarczyk RB

Mohan AL see Cooper JB see Fusaro MV

the corona radiata: a case presentation. PM R. 2018 Sep. 10(9):974-8.
Dept: Rehabilitation Medicine PMID: 29425940 DOI: 10.1016/j.pmrj.2018.01.008

Dept: Medicine PMID: 29149281 DOI: 10.1093/cid/cix1023

Montecalvo M see Brite J
see Wang G

Mopidevi B see Jain S

Dept: Microbiology and Immunology

Mordue DG see Yang L

Moretti ML see Lakhi NA

Montecalvo M see Brite J
see Wang G

Mopidevi B see Jain S

Mordue DG see Yang L

Moretti ML see Lakhi NA

Mordue DG see Yang L

Montecalvo M see Brite J
see Wang G

Mopidevi B see Jain S

Mordue DG see Yang L

Moretti ML see Lakhi NA

Montecalvo M see Brite J
see Wang G

Mopidevi B see Jain S

Mordue DG see Yang L

Moretti ML see Lakhi NA

Montecalvo M see Brite J
see Wang G

Mopidevi B see Jain S

Mordue DG see Yang L

Moretti ML see Lakhi NA

Montecalvo M see Brite J
see Wang G

Mopidevi B see Jain S

Mordue DG see Yang L

Moretti ML see Lakhi NA

Montecalvo M see Brite J
see Wang G

Mopidevi B see Jain S

Mordue DG see Yang L

Moretti ML see Lakhi NA

Montecalvo M see Brite J
see Wang G

Mopidevi B see Jain S

Mordue DG see Yang L

Moretti ML see Lakhi NA

Montecalvo M see Brite J
see Wang G

Mopidevi B see Jain S

Mordue DG see Yang L

Moretti ML see Lakhi NA
Dept: Medicine WC406 L9864 2018

Dept: Medicine PMID: 30085353 DOI: 10.1111/pace.13466

Dept: Medicine PMID: 28624647 DOI: 10.1016/j.cgh.2017.06.013

Dept: Medicine PMID: 29275876 DOI: 10.1016/j.cjca.2017.11.017

Dept: Medicine; Surgery PMID: 29490522 DOI: 10.1080/21548331.2018.1447738

Naidu SS see Andries G
see Hidalgo LF
see Khera S

Dept: Medicine PMID: 30356411 DOI: 10.1155/2018/8475060

Dept: Dermatology PMID: 30332893 DOI: 10.1080/14712598.2018.1538351

Dept: Medicine PMID: 30277903 DOI: 10.1097/CRD.0000000000000214

Dept: Cell Biology and Anatomy; SHSP Physical Therapy

Dept: Cell Biology and Anatomy; SHSP Physical Therapy PMID: 29325895 DOI: 10.1016/j.pbiomolbio.2018.01.002

Newman SA see Benitez M

+Indicates NYMC Faculty

Dept: Medicine PMID: 29419562 DOI: 10.1097/CRD.0000000000000179

Dept: Biochemistry and Molecular Biology PMID: 29377163 DOI: 10.1111/nyas.13556

Dept: Biochemistry and Molecular Biology PMID: 29626092 DOI: 10.1074/jbc.RA118.002925

Nishida S see Fukazawa K

Nolan SM see Caylan E 
see Saetre K

Dept: SHSP Health Behavior and Community Health PMID: 28429157 DOI: 10.1007/s10508-017-0948-y

Noto RA see Krasnow N

Dept: SHSP Biostatistics PMID: 29099942 DOI: 10.1210/jc.2017-02030

Nowakowski J see Wormser GP

Dept: Pediatrics PMID: 30464668 DOI: 10.2147/JBM.S164474

Dept: Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences PMID: 29609926 DOI: 10.1016/j.ctim.2018.02.006

Ochi R+, Chettimada S, Kizub I, Gupte SA+. Dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) inhibits $I_{Ca,L}$ and window current by voltage-dependent and independent mechanisms in arterial smooth muscle.


Oktay K see Taylan E


Omura Y+. Frequent waking up for urination &/or painful leg cramp(s) in advanced aged patients during sleep was one of important causes of fall & fracture which are major causes of disability & death. These problems can be reduced by simple change of available pillow from regular position to vertical position which can cover back of both head & part of chest which improve abnormal condition of spine & thymus gland function. Acupunct Electro Ther Res. 2018 Mar. 43(1):1-18. Dept: Family and Community Medicine DOI: 10.3727/036012918X15202760634905


Omura Y+, Lu D, Duvvi H+, Nihrane A, Shimotsuura Y, Ohki M. Human papilloma virus-Type 16 (HPV-16) & Human herpes virus-Type 8 (HHV-8) infections were found to be co-existing major cancer-contributing factors. Individualized, safe, effective treatment of hopelessly advanced cancer patients with metastasis by combining 4 methods of effective treatment: 1) Optimal dose of Vitamin D3 using its 10 unique beneficial effects, 2) Selective drug uptake enhancement method, 3) Stimulation of newly discovered thymus gland representation areas on the back of each hand, & 4) Identification & removal of co-existing cancer-contributing factors. Acupunct...
Dept: Dermatology PMID: 29609013 DOI: 10.1016/j.jaad.2018.03.037

Dept: Medicine PMID: 29642689 DOI: 10.23736/S0026-4725.18.04592-9

Dept: Medicine PMID: 29387257 DOI: 10.4103/atm.ATM_148_17


+Indicates NYMC Faculty

Dept: Biochemistry and Molecular Biology; Pathology; PMID: 30240625 DOI: 10.1016/j.isci.2018.07.009

Pekler G see Akinlonu A see Lopez PD see Mene-Afejuku TO see Saeed M see Talebi S


Dept: Medicine PMID: 30646130 DOI: 10.1001/jamanetworkopen.2018.1456


Dept: Surgery DOI: 10.5005/jp-journals-10030-1220


Dept: Dermatology PMID: 30167814 DOI: 10.1007/s00403-018-1855-3


Dept: SHSP Environmental Health Science; SHSP Center on Disability and Health PMID: 28831946 DOI: 10.1017/dmp.2017.57


Dept: Surgery;


Dept: Surgery


Dept: Surgery DOI: 10.1016/j.cireng.2018.02.014

Petrone P see Alvarez CM see Anduaga-Pena MF

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
see Asensio JA
see Cetinkaya RA
see Howell RS
see Perez-Calvo J
see Servide-Staffolani MJ
see Tur Martinez J
see Unlu A

Petzke M see Marques A

Dept: Urology

Phillips JL see Bloom JB
see Fox C
see Patel NH
see Stern M
see Zhang M

Dept: Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences PMID: 30549488 DOI: 10.4088/JCP.18ac12536

Dept: Medicine PMID: 29569019 DOI: 10.1007/s10549-018-4764-4

Dept: Medicine WB205 P562p 2018

Pinto J see Jeitner TM
see Karuppagounder SS
see Nichenametla SN

Pinto MG see Faustino EVS
see Li S

Dept: Microbiology and Immunology

Dept: Pediatrics WS280 P755 2018


Rabadi MM see Abdulmahdi W


Rasamny JK see Abraham M

Ratliff BB see Abdulmahdi W see Lipphardt M see Rabadi MM


Reilly MJ see Petkova EP

Dept: Neurosurgery  PMID: 29444617  DOI: 10.1177/1591019918754380

Riquelme LF  see Steele CM
Risucci DA  see Cox ML  see Elmously A

Dept: Pharmacology

Dept: Pharmacology  PMID: 30048707  DOI: 10.1016/j.pharmthera.2018.07.004

Rocic P  see Soler A
Romano AA  see Bell JJ  see Nugent DJ
Ronecker JS  see Cooper JB

Dept: Medicine  PMID: 29608502  DOI: 10.1097/CRD.0000000000000198

Rosch PJ  see Ravnskov U
Rosenberg MS  see Hwang U
Rosenblum JM  see Luo W

Dept: SHSP Biostatistics  PMID: 29608618  DOI: 10.1371/journal.pone.0195231

Rota M  see Borghetti G  see Shu C

Dept: Radiology  PMID: 29941399  DOI: 10.1016/j.acra.2018.04.022

Rozenshtein A  see Kadambi A

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Neurosurgery PMID: 30624435

Dept: Neurosurgery PMID: 29451216 DOI: 10.4103/1673-5374.224379

Dept: Dermatology PMID: 29747232 DOI: 10.1111/bjd.16736

Dept: SHSP Epidemiology and Community Health PMID: 29451368 DOI: 10.1111/zph.12450

Dept: Neurosurgery PMID: 29959076 DOI: 10.1016/j.wneu.2018.06.135

Dept: Medicine PMID: 29235400 DOI: 10.1080/17476348.2018.1417042

Dept: Biochemistry and Molecular Biology

Dept: Biochemistry and Molecular Biology

Dept: Biochemistry and Molecular Biology

Sabban EL+, Serova LI+. Potential of intranasal neuropeptide Y (NPY) and/or melanocortin 4 receptor (MC4R) antagonists for preventing or treating PTSD. Mil Med. 2018 Mar. 183(Suppl. 1):408-12.
Dept: Biochemistry and Molecular Biology PMID: 29635611 DOI: 10.1093/milmed/usx228

Dept: Biochemistry and Molecular Biology PMID: 28889197 DOI: 10.1007/s10571-017-0548-3

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Medicine PMID: 30393477 DOI: 10.5114/aoms.2017.68821


Dept: Medicine PMID: 29764738 DOI: 10.1016/j.ajem.2018.05.002

Dept: Medicine PMID: 28953513 DOI: 10.1097/MJT.0000000000000657.

Dept: Surgery PMID: 30454431

Dept: Dermatology PMID: 30121657 DOI: 10.1159/000490413

Dept: Dermatology PMID: 31112972 DOI: 10.1159/000490460


Samson DJ see El-Menyard A
see Latifi R

Dept: Medicine PMID: 30393477 DOI: 10.5114/aoms.2017.68821

Dept: Neurosurgery PMID: 29712533 DOI: 10.3171/2018.2.FOCUS1887

Schmidt MH see Becker CD see Cooper JB see Ruzicka J

Schorr-Lesnick B see Berg D

Dept: Pharmacology; Medicine; PMID: 29787809 DOI: 10.1016/j.prostaglandins.2018.05.008

Dept: Pediatrics PMID: 29431566 DOI: 10.1080/10428194.2018.1435873

Schultheis GB see Munjal S

Schwalb DM see Patel NH

Schwartz I see Iyer R see Marques A see Wormser GP

Dept: Pharmacology

Dept: Pharmacology

Schwartzman ML see Laniado-Schwartzman M see Rocic P see Soler A

Scurlock C see Becker CD see Fusaro MV

Sehgal PB see Davis D see Yang YM

Dept: Medicine

+Indicates NYMC Faculty

Dept: Medicine  PMID: 30155792  DOI: 10.1007/s12325-018-0772-3

Seiter K  see Ahmed J  see Knoll BM

Dept: Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences; SHSP Center on Disability and Health

Dept: Anesthesiology  PMID: 30199401  DOI: 10.1213/XAA.0000000000000869

Seligman S  see Pukhovskaya NM

Serova LI  see Camp R  see Sabban EL  see Tillinger A

Dept: Surgery  DOI: 10.30944/20117582.52

Dept: Pediatrics  PMID: 29795451  DOI: 10.1038/s41372-018-0119-6

Dept: Medicine  PMID: 29305925  DOI: 10.1016/j.resuscitation.2018.01.005

Dept: Pediatrics; SHSP Health Behavior and Community Health  PMID: 29915410  DOI: 10.1038/s41390-018-0034-8

Shah SI  see Aboudi D  see Briggs-Steinberg C  see Javier JR  see La Gamma EF

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Shakerjian MP see Laukova M

Shamoon FE see Guragai N
see Habib M
see Hawatmeh A
see Patel H


Dept: Medicine PMID: 30561476 DOI: 10.1001/jama.2018.17207

Dept: Medicine PMID: 30073279 DOI: 10.1001/jama.2018.10974

Dept: Pediatrics PMID: 29464098 DOI: 10.18632/oncotarget.23601

Dept: SHSP Biostatistics PMID: 28933703 DOI: 10.3851/IMP3195

Dept: SHSP Biostatistics PMID: 28631227 DOI: 10.1007/s10461-017-1828-0

Dept: Ophthalmology; SHSP Physical Therapy PMID: 30024017 DOI: 10.3928/01913913-20180530-01

Sharma SC see Ali A
see Vecino E

Dept: Pediatrics; SHSP Health Behavior and Community Health DOI: 10.1097/01.ogx.0000531866.75606.5a

Shi Q see Aboudi D
see Farrelly J
see Glesby MJ
see Kiefer EM
see Ross J

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Family and Community Medicine

Shrestha N see Clare CA

Dept: Physiology PMID: 30042693 DOI: 10.3389/fphys.2018.00863

Dept: Ophthalmology PMID: 29701429 DOI: 10.22608/APO.201853

Dept: Neurosurgery PMID: 29712518 DOI: 10.3171/2018.1.FOCUS17714

Dept: Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences

Singh A see Thomas NJ

Dept: Medicine; Pharmacology PMID: 30037847 DOI: 10.4049/jimmunol.1800321

Dept: Medicine; Pharmacology PMID: 29707604 DOI: 10.4172/2329-6607.1000233

Singhal M see Kumar V

Dept: Pathology PMID: 30144297 DOI: 10.1002/cyto.a.23521


Stanton PK see Khan MA

see Sullivan JA

see Tagge CA

see Zhang XL


Stewart J see Jardine DL


Stier Jr. CT see Camp R

see Schragenheim J


Sun D

see Borghetti G
see Deng W
see Huang A
see Yang YM
see Zhang B
see Zhang X

Dept: Microbiology and Immunology   PMID: 29166823   DOI: 10.1080/15548627.2017.1405187

Dept: Radiology; Neurology     PMID: 29517079     DOI: 10.1212/CPJ.0000000000000420

Suriano R

see Maniyar R

Swift R

see Lee J

Dept: Medicine     PMID: 29400905

Dept: Physiology     PMID: 29179622     DOI: 10.1089/neu.2017.5056

Dept: Physiology     PMID: 29444520     DOI: 10.1159/000486571


Dept: Surgery; Medicine     PMID: 29419563     DOI: 10.1097/CRD.0000000000000180

Dept: Cell Biology and Anatomy     PMID: 29360998     DOI: 10.1093/brain/awx350


+Indicates NYMC Faculty


Tantsyura V see Beauregard A see Mitchel J


Tavakkoli M see Dicker D see Griswold MG see James SLG see Kyu HH see Lozano R see Stanaway JD


Tenner M see Krasnow N


Tewari V see Chakinala RC

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Biochemistry and Molecular Biology PMID: 29775703 DOI: 10.1016/j.neuroscience.2018.04.043

Thomas A see Sun Y

Dept: Pediatrics PMID: 30059785 DOI: 10.1016/j.bbmt.2018.07.023

Dept: Medicine PMID: 29171941 DOI: 10.1002/lt.24986

Dept: Dermatology PMID: 29080368 DOI: 10.1111/bjd.16093

Dept: Dermatology PMID: 29654696 DOI: 10.1111/bjd.16672

Thornton YS see Halperin EC

Tilley E see El-Menyar A see Latifi R

Dept: Biochemistry and Molecular Biology PMID: 29604138 DOI: 10.1111/jne.12595

Tiwari RK see Bednarczyk RB

Tiyagura SR see Patel H

Tobias M see Cooper JB see Fusaro MV see Rybkin I

12. Towle PO

Dept: Pediatrics

Dept: Pediatrics

Dept: Pediatrics

Dept: Pediatrics; SHSP Health Behavior and Community Health
PMID: 30037974
DOI: 10.1542/peds.2018-1408

Dept: Pediatrics; SHSP Health Behavior and Community Health
PMID: 30037972
DOI: 10.1542/peds.2018-1410

Dept: Medicine
PMID: 29450487
DOI: 10.1001/jamacardio.2017.5365

Dept: Medicine
PMID: 29045288
DOI: 10.1097/CRD.0000000000000176

Dept: Surgery
PMID: 29764673
DOI: 10.1016/j.ciresp.2018.04.003

Dept: Medicine
PMID: 29741589
DOI: 10.1093/cid/ciy299

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Obstetrics and Gynecology PMID: 29396166 DOI: 10.1016/j.psym.2017.11.005

Dept: Surgery DOI: 10.5005/jp-journals-10030-1204

Dept: Surgery PMID: 29806595 DOI: 10.4274/tjh.2018.0081

Dept: Pediatrics WS280 P755 2018

Dept: Medicine PMID: 41031 PMID: 10.4103/lungindia.lungindia_76_18

Dept: Dermatology PMID: 29556416 DOI: 10.1136/rmdopen-2017-000582

Dept: Obstetrics and Gynecology PMID: 29553218 DOI: 10.23736/S0026-4784.18.04206-5

Dept: Obstetrics and Gynecology PMID: 29977635 DOI: 10.1155/2018/8753463

Dept: SHSP Environmental Health Science PMID: 28801784 DOI: 10.1007/s10571-017-0531-z

Dept: Ophthalmology; SHSP Physical Therapy PMID: 29190016 DOI: 10.1007/978-1-4939-7407-8_4

Veillette GR see Berg D see Farkas Z

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Cell Biology and Anatomy PMID: 30568558 DOI: 10.5698/1535-7597.18.6.391

Dept: Cell Biology and Anatomy PMID: 30254522 DOI: 10.5698/1535-7597.18.4.248

Dept: Cell Biology and Anatomy

Velisek L see Iacobas DA
see Laukova M
see Lee M

Dept: Cell Biology and Anatomy

Dept: Cell Biology and Anatomy PMID: 29783181 DOI: 10.1016/j.eplepsyres.2018.05.009

Veliskova J see Iacobas DA
see Laukova M
see Mazarati A

Virk HS see Guragai N
see Patel H

Visco F see Akinlonu A
see Lopez PD
see Mene-Afejuku TO
see Panchal M
see Saeed M

Dept: Medicine PMID: 29045291 DOI: 10.1097/CRD.0000000000000171

Dept: Pharmacology; Medicine PMID: 30071860 DOI: 10.1186/s12933-018-0754-4

Dept: Medicine PMID: 30359575 DOI: 10.1016/j.yexcr.2018.10.003

Wallack MK see Panchal M

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Dermatology PMID: 30191421 DOI: 10.1007/s10067-018-4227-7

Wandel TL see Ali A

Dept: Neurosurgery; Anesthesiology PMID: 29794853 DOI: 10.1097/ACO.0000000000000621

Wang A see Lee A

Dept: Pathology; Medicine PMID: 30576392 DOI: 10.1371/journal.pone.0209785

Wang G see Caylan E
see Saetre K
see Yin C

Dept: Pharmacology PMID: 29310825 DOI: 10.1016/j.kint.2017.10.02

Dept: Pharmacology PMID: 29897283 DOI: 10.1152/ajprenal.00059.2018

Wang P see Gao X
see Ma J
see Sun P
see Yang L
see Zou J

Dept: Pharmacology

Wang WH see Terker AS
see Wang MX
see Wu P
see Zhang DD

Dept: Pathology PMID: 30242099 DOI: 10.1182/bloodadvances.2018022012
Dept: Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences PMID: 29258368
DOI: 10.1080/17425255.2018.1420163

Dept: Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences PMID: 30027457 DOI: 10.1007/s40120-018-0105-0

Dept: Neurology

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine PMID: 29671563

Dept: SHSP Speech Language Pathology

Dept: Anesthesiology PMID: 30147962 DOI: 10.1155/2018/9375910

Weber G see Farkas G

Wecksell MB see Okoronkwo TE

Weigel T see Albertini MR

Dept: Pediatrics WS280 P755 2018

Welter J see Caylan E

Dept: Medicine PMID: 29133356 DOI: 10.1161/HYP.0000000000000065

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Medicine PMID: 29146535 DOI: 10.1016/j.jacc.2017.11.006

Dept: Medicine PMID: 29146533 DOI: 10.1016/j.jacc.2017.11.005

Dept: Medicine PMID: 29133354 DOI: 10.1161/HYP.0000000000000066

Dept: Dermatology PMID: 29332708 DOI: 10.1016/j.jaad.2017.06.043

Dept: Pathology PMID: 29843583 DOI: 10.2217/pme-2017-0077

Williams GM see Kobets T
Williams S see Panchal M
Wolf DC see Koulava A see Thompson J

Dept: SHSP Biostatistics

Dept: Physiology

Dept: Physiology

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Physiology

Wolin MS see Zhang B

Dept: Medicine WC406 L9864 2018

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine

Dept: Medicine PMID: 29313101 DOI: 10.1007/s00508-017-1306-8

Dept: Medicine PMID: 26768265 DOI: 10.1007/s00508-015-0936-y

Dept: Medicine PMID: 29720355 DOI: 10.1016/j.diagmicrobio.2018.03.016

Dept: Medicine PMID: 29550060 DOI: 10.1016/j.diagmicrobio.2018.02.006

Dept: Medicine; Microbiology and Immunology PMID: 30017315 DOI: 10.1016/j.diagmicrobio.2018.06.007

Wormser GP see Beard CB

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Wu JM
see Dorai T
see Hsieh TC
see Lucas J

Dept: Pharmacology PMID: 29483225 DOI: 10.1161/HYPERTENSIONAHA.117.10471

Dept: Pharmacology PMID: 29667910 DOI: 10.1152/ajprenal.00050.2018

Xu D see Lv Y

Xu JL see Farkas G

Yaghoubian S see Revelo A

Dept: SHSP Health Behavior and Community Health DOI: 10.24966/CMPH-1978/100039

Dept: Medicine PMID: 30363955 DOI: 10.21037/atm.2018.07.18

Dept: Medicine PMID: 29042058 DOI: 10.1016/j.jelectrocard.2017.09.001

Dept: Medicine PMID: 30063443 DOI: 10.1080/17446651.2018.1406799

Dept: Medicine PMID: 29921166 DOI: 10.1177/1753944718784536

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Medicine  PMID: 29578856  DOI: 10.1080/14656566.2018.1456529

Dept: Medicine; Surgery  PMID: 28832374  DOI: 10.1097/CRD.0000000000000164

Dept: SHSP Biostatistics  PMID: 29762165  DOI: 10.1097/QAD.0000000000001864

Dept: Microbiology and Immunology  PMID: 29899553  DOI: 10.1038/s41467-018-04759-8

Dept: Cell Biology and Anatomy

Dept: Cell Biology and Anatomy  PMID: 30140283  DOI: 10.1155/2018/3473105

Dept: Cell Biology and Anatomy; Physiology; Pathology  PMID: 29295935  DOI: 10.1073/pnas.1716016115

Yang YM  see Davis D

Dept: Family and Community Medicine  PMID: 29471622  DOI: 10.2807/1560-7917.ES.2018.23.7.17-00026


Ye F  see Wang X

+Indicates NYMC Faculty

Dept: Pathology; Medicine PMID: 29371361 DOI: 10.1128/genomeA.01537-17

Yin C see Chu Y see Khattar P see Lee S see Wang G


Dept: Dermatology PMID: 30415816 DOI: 10.1016/j.jsxm.2018.09.004


Dept: Medicine PMID: 30416814 DOI: 10.21037/jtd.2018.05.44


Dept: Medicine PMID: 30080749 DOI: 10.1097/MJT.0000000000000199

Yusuf Y see Farkas Z see Karas M


Dept: Medicine PMID: 30010629 DOI: 10.1097/MJT.0000000000000711

Zelkovic P see Fusaro MV


Dept: Emergency Medicine PMID: 30456141 DOI: 10.1016/j.afjem.2017.11.001


Dept: Physiology PMID: 29985945 DOI: 10.1371/journal.pone.0200307


Dept: Pharmacology PMID: 29915013 DOI: 10.1161/HYPERTENSIONAHA.118.11070

Zhang FF see Abdulmahdi W see Soler A

+Indicates NYMC Faculty
Dept: Urology DOI: 10.4103/ctm.ctm_25_18

Zhang S see Peddu C

Dept: Physiology; Medicine PMID: 29408548 DOI: 10.1016/j.matbio.2018.01.026

Dept: Cell Biology and Anatomy PMID: 29029315 DOI: 10.1093/toxsci/kfx210

Zhang XL see Khan MA
see Sullivan JA
see Tagge CA

Zhang Z see Peddu C

Zhao H see Peddu C

Zhong M see Khattar P
see Lee H

Dept: Cell Biology and Anatomy PMID: 29997478 DOI: 10.3389/fncel.2018.00167

Dept: Microbiology and Immunology PMID: 29392081 DOI: 10.14336/AD.2017.0416

Every effort was made to identify all New York Medical College faculty authors who published between January 1, 2018 and December 31, 2018. We sincerely regret any omissions or inadvertent errors.
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Departmental Listing

A. School of Medicine and Graduate School of Basic Medical Sciences

ANESTHESIOLOGY
Abramowicz AE
Barst SM
Dworet JH
Freda JJ
Girshin M
Jacoby MB
Kelley AM
Kumaraswami S
Lederman DE
Pothula SM
Pryjduk OG
Salik I
Scurlock C
Shrestha N
Weber G
Wecksell M
Xu JL
Yaghoubian S

BIOCHEMISTRY AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
Cooper AJL
Hsieh TC
Jeitner TM
Krasnikov BF
Lee EY
Lee MY
Pinto JT
Sabbas EL
Serova L
Wu JM
Zhang S
Zhang Z

CELL BIOLOGY AND ANATOMY
Brown AM
Chung S
Ellinger JD
Friedman L
Gazaryan I
Lerea KM
Newman SA
Pravetz MA
Sehgal PB
Stanton PK
Sullivan J
Velisek L
Veliskova J
Yang YM
Zhang XL

DENTAL MEDICINE
Gormley TJ
Greenberg B

DERMATOLOGY
Gottlieb AB

EMERGENCY MEDICINE
Adamakos FJ
Almond G
Chirugi R
Kalantari HT
Habal R
Hassen GW
Jaiswal R
Menoscal JP
Rosenberg MS

FAMILY AND COMMUNITY MEDICINE
Danielsi TJ
Duvvi HV
Mamtani R
Omura Y
Solomon LW
Teich A

HEALTH SCIENCES LIBRARY
Ascher MT

MEDICINE
Abraham NG
Ahmad HA
Ahmed T
Aronow WS
Becker CD
Bergasa N
Bikkinia M
Bodin R
Brescia MJ
Chalabi JA
Chandy D
Chaudhari S
Chen DS
Chiao JW
Christov M
Cohen M
Cooper HA
DeLorenzo L
Dhand A
Dutta T
Dworkin BM
El-Khoury
Epelbaum O
Falco R
Fanucci MP  Lebovics E  Phillips M
Friszman WH  Lim SH  Phillips RE
Fuszi A  Liu DL  Pullatt RC
Fusaro M  Malek R  Rabadi MM
Gass A  Malik AH  Ratliff B
Goldberg RA  Mazumder A  Rosch PJ
Goldfarb ID  McClung J  Schorr-Lesnick B
Goligorsky MS  McKenna D  Seiter KP
Gupta CA  Michael P  Shamoony FE
Gupta S  Mittelman A  Singh M
Harris K  Montecalvo MA  Sperber KE
Iwai S  Mushiyev S  Tiyyagura SR
Jacobson JT  Nabors C  Virk HS
Jain D  Nadelman RB  Visco FJ
Kadish A  Naidu SS  Wasserman A
Kanaparthy NS  Nowakowski J  Williams SE
Karmen CL  Pais SA  Wolf DC
Knoll BM  Panza J  Wormser GP
Lah S  Paul LP
Lanier GM  Pekler G

MICROBIOLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY
Bakshi CS  Geliebter J  Schwartz I
Bessen DE  Hamby CV  Seligman S
Bucher DJ  Iyer RB  Suriano R
Cabello FC  Loewy ZG  Tiwari RK
Dattwyler RJ  Mordue DG  Wang P
Galarza JM  Petzke MM  Yang L

NEUROLOGY
Ahluwalia BS  Danisi FO  Koppel BS
Akfirat GL  Etienne M  Ollar RA
Avitzur O  Fejete R  Tobias M

NEUROSURGERY
Bowers CA  Hilard VH  Ronecker JS
Cole CD  Jhanwar-Uniyal M  Schmidt MH
Das K  Mohan AL  Wang A
Gandhi CD  Murali R

OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY
Broumas CA  Lakhi NA  Tejani N
Clare CA  Moretti ML  Thornton YS
David-West GA  Oktay K
Jacobs AJ  Pradhan T

OPHTHALMOLOGY
Ali A  Sharma SC  Wandel TL
Bortz JG  Shulman JP

ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY
Delbello D  Shaner AC

OTOLARYNGOLOGY
Abraham MT  Berzofsky CE  Lando T
Berson SR  Kamat A  Moscatello A
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PATHOLOGY</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adem PV</td>
<td>Huang WH</td>
<td>Wang G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budhai A</td>
<td>Iacobas D</td>
<td>Williams GM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chander PN</td>
<td>Iacobas S</td>
<td>Xu D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darzynkiewicz Z</td>
<td>Iatropoulos M</td>
<td>Ye F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimitrova N</td>
<td>Islam HK</td>
<td>Yin C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duan JD</td>
<td>Jain S</td>
<td>Yusef Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fallon III JT</td>
<td>Kleinman G</td>
<td>Zhao H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farooq T</td>
<td>Kobets T</td>
<td>Zhong M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Godfrey HP</td>
<td>Kumar A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halicka HD</td>
<td>Mopidevi BR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PEDIATRICS</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ayello J</td>
<td>Hutcheon RG</td>
<td>Miller JD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bamji M</td>
<td>Iannotti VA</td>
<td>Nolan SM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown JL</td>
<td>Kase JS</td>
<td>Noto RA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brumberg HL</td>
<td>Kim C</td>
<td>Ozkaynak MF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo MS</td>
<td>Kocherlakota P</td>
<td>Parvez B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chandy NM</td>
<td>Koestler JL</td>
<td>Partel DD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chu Y</td>
<td>Krishnan SS</td>
<td>Pinto MG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>de la Riva-Velasco E</td>
<td>Kronn DF</td>
<td>Pollack Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dozor AJ</td>
<td>La Gamma EF</td>
<td>Prashad BS</td>
</tr>
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